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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes an approach to sonifying and displaying 
remotely sensed data.  A representative sample dataset was 
audified using synthetic sounds, and sonified using orchestral 
instruments. The resulting 14 data streams were streamed in 
real-time and rendered using 3 display methods. Audio 
spatialization using HRTF processing is compared with stereo 
and monophonic display. Listening tests show a marked 
preference for the sonified data processed using HRTFs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The need to monitor remotely sensed data in real time has 
increased exponentially in recent years. The increase is partly 
due to growth in the deployment use of remote sensing devices 
and partly due to the complexity of societal threats such as 
terrorism. For example, the ECHELON global network uses 
input from as many as 150 satellites, in addition to microwave 
receivers and wide spectrum radio receivers to track voice 
communications for occurrences of targeted key words [1]. 
Other systems monitor satellite images and infrared data to 
track human activity in remote locations. 

Aside from safety and security applications, wireless sensor 
networks are becoming more common in process monitoring. 
For example, in the oil and gas industry, 83% of the use of 
wireless technology is for the remote monitoring of wellheads 
and pipelines [2]. The technology lowers costs by reducing the 
need for human on-site inspections. 

To date, the most common interface to the remotely sensed 
data is visual. The problem of “too much data” or “visual 
overload” is generally addressed by adding more computer 
screens, using sophisticated algorithms to increase the visual 
density of data content, immersive visualization technologies or 
extensive preprocessing and filtering of the data. Visual 
representation is limited in the number of independent 
dimensions of a dataset that it can simultaneously represent.  In 
addition to spatial dimensions and a temporal dimension, a few 
other properties are available such as color, texture, and 
symbology, but these are limited in number and quickly 
exhausted when highly-dimensional, complex, and layered 
datasets are represented.   

The visual system and the auditory system have 
complementary strengths in data display.  While visual displays 
can provide extremely high resolution depictions of selected 
local areas or datasets, identifying the interesting regions for 
scrutiny in a very large dataset is always a challenge.  Visual 
strategies for attacking this problem include increasing the 
visual display area, increasing the data display rate, coding data 
of greater interest with brighter colors, etc.  However, even 

these strategies are often insufficient – a single pixel can easily 
be overlooked, especially in a time-varying display.  Aural 
scanning, alternately, can be better suited for detecting subtle or 
transient data, as the aural sense can scan all spatial directions 
simultaneously without being limited to a single focal point, 
and can detect data features of very short temporal duration 
more easily and intuitively. 

The use of the auditory sense in computer monitoring 
applications is definitely underutilized. However, the use of the 
ears to monitor environmental sounds (car engines, a baby 
waking up, odd sounds in the house, etc.) is part of everyone’s 
experience. Most humans develop the ability to learn and 
recognize sounds to a very high degree. The ability to react to 
even subtle changes in familiar sounds (the expectation 
violation) is particularly acute. 

The challenge for the auditory display designer is to 
“invent” sounds which can be readily produced through 
computer speakers and which are appropriate to represent 
Internet traffic, financial data, barometric pressure, air pollutant 
concentration or any condition that must be monitored. The 
sounds must embody the data characteristics which are of 
interest to the user, and be tolerable to listen to over the course 
of a working day. 

These techniques may also be applied successfully to the 
traversal or exploration of existing data sets. 

1.1. Monitoring Modes 

It is essential to distinguish between different monitoring modes 
when considering the design of auditory displays. 

1.1.1. Alert Mode 

Alert mode generally involves the use of a simple sound 
(usually stored on the computer as a fixed sound file) to 
indicate that a specific condition has been reached, e.g. that a 
patient’s blood pressure has exceeded a specified value. In the 
most primitive auditory systems, only one sound, such as a 
beep, may be available and must be used to indicate a 
multiplicity of conditions. In more sophisticated alerts, different 
sounds may apply to different conditions (or different instances 
of the same condition, e.g. the blood pressure for Patient A 
would be a bell, that for Patient B would be a gong). A further 
refinement would be to vary the alert sound to indicate an 
escalation of severity (e.g. one beep for mild b.p. elevation, two 
for moderate, three for severe) [3]. 
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1.1.2. Single Track Mode 

In this mode the goal is to monitor the change(s) in value of one 
or more data streams, e.g., financial market indicators, 
simultaneously. The different indicators may be distinguished 
using different musical instruments, and the size of movement 
that triggers sound (e.g. 0.5%) may be set to a high enough 
value by the user so that it may be heard in its own space and 
not interfere with the sounds of other data streams [4]. Another 
approach to single track monitoring is to use environmental 
sounds, such as rainforest, cricket or bullfrogs to indicate 
escalating or declining activity [5]. 

1.1.3. Relationship Mode 

In this mode the goal is to monitor a relationship between two 
or more data streams, which sound simultaneously. In the case 
of a musical treatment, the user would listen to the counterpoint 
of multiple melodic lines in order to detect convergence, 
divergence or parallel motion. This mode was proposed for the 
monitoring of delta, gamma and vega in a stock option portfolio 
[6]. 

1.1.4. Global Mode 

In global mode, there are generally too many data streams 
sounding simultaneously to be able to perceive individual 
streams independently. Here, the monitoring goal is to perceive 
the global state of a system (e.g. a computer network, or an 
industrial process). In the context of auditory display, one may 
learn to associate different system states (e.g. a “normal” state) 
with a specific sound. This concept, known as “auditory 
beacons” was pioneered and patented by Gregory Kramer [7] in 
1994. 

1.2. Spatial Auditory Displays 

Because humans have the ability to hear in all directions 
concurrently, presenting listeners with spatially distributed 
sounds is a compelling strategy for supporting attention 
attraction and redirection.  This allows larger quantities of data 
to be scanned more quickly, with attention being properly 
guided to the most interesting local areas of the display on a 
continuous basis.  A method incorporating a spatial display of 
sonified together with a visual representation of the data may 
enhance the performance of the person monitoring the data to 
perceive more information and, in the case of critical 
information, may result in a faster and more accurate response.  
However, even without a visual display, data sonification and 
spatialization can be an effective standalone data presentation 
mechanism and result in the perception of more of the displayed 
information.  

Having an aural display allows us to detect an “object” 
quickly and to continuously detect and monitor any changes in 
the signal. Sound has the added benefit of transporting with it 
the location information of the object emitting the signal. A 
sound occurring anywhere around a listener can be accurately 
localized even though it cannot be seen. Spatial information is 
not only important in helping the user identify the location of 
the originating source, spatially separated sources also have the 
added benefit of allowing a user to segregate multiple sources 
[8].  

Although in recent years significant advances have been 
made in virtual-reality (VR) visual immersion and visual 

display technology, such as head-mounted displays (HMD’s) 
and cave automatic virtual environments (CAVE’s) that allow 
spatial traversal of high-resolution 3D data, spatial orientation 
can be better achieved and translational movement can be better 
perceived when multiple sensory systems are presented with 
coordinated stimuli.  Data visualizations can be so abstract that 
a viewer can lose his or her understanding of place within the 
dataset, when deprived of matching kinesthetic and aural cues.  
Aural senses allow the cues of traversal and perspective 
changes to be significantly reinforced. 

1.3. Literature Review 

Barra, et al. [9] describe a system for monitoring work load and 
error conditions on Internet web servers. The system combines 
music chosen by the end user as background music, which is 
mixed with music generated from MIDI files or WAV files. In 
all cases, they appeared to have manipulated only fixed files. 
No musical synthesis or calculation of musical parameters was 
attempted. Hansen and Rubin [10] describe a comparable 
system in which specific pitches are manipulated both in 
register and in rhythmic presentation to indicate the 
predominant subjects being browsed on a company website. 
Sonification of discussion content from chat rooms was 
achieved using a mixture of text to speech (TTS) techniques 
and algorithmic piano music. Gilfix and Couch developed the 
Peep Network Auralizer, which uses environmental sounds to 
monitor computer network activity [11]. 

Brock, et al. [12] describe the use of spatialised sound to 
assist the multi-screen visual monitoring tasks on US Navy 
watchstations.  

Fitch and Kramer [13] describe a simulated operating room 
emergency situation where auditory cues are used. A study was 
made to quantify the difference in performance between when 
visual cues are used and when auditory cues are used. Results 
show that the student participants responded more quickly and 
accurately when auditory cues were used than in a similar 
situation using visual cues. These results were independent of 
subject training or stimulus presentation order.  

1.4. Benefits of Headphone HRTF 

The presentation method of the sound is critical to the way in 
which the information will be perceived. Depending on the type 
of monitoring and data that is being listened to, a preferred 
method of listening may be either using headphones or 
loudspeakers. If, for example, a large number of people are 
monitoring the data, loudspeakers may be the preferred method. 
However, loudspeakers are a less controlled method of 
presenting sounds due to the unknown position of the listeners.  

One of the primary benefits of using headphones for 
reproduction of sounds, particularly sounds representing data, is 
the highly controlled presentation method which allows the 
sound generation mechanism to have full control over the entire 
signal path and thus present to the listener exactly the desired 
signal.  

Adding spatial cues to headphone reproduction is beneficial 
in that it allows the listener to have the capability to perceive a 
greater number of sources. As described in work performed by 
Bregman [8], spatial location is one of the primary cues the 
human auditory system uses to segregate between multiple 
incoming streams. By adding these spatial cues, it is possible to 
present a greater number of sounds which represent data, and 
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still ensure the listener will be able to perceive and understand 
the data that is presented.  

The number of sources which can be perceived by a listener 
is highly dependent on many factors, including the spectral 
composition of the sounds, the location, the level, and others. 

2. HEADPHONE SPATIALIZATION 

The human auditory perception system relies heavily on 
binaural cues (ITD, IID, and pinna filtering) for spatial location 
information when it analyses the auditory scene. Binaural cues 
have the advantage of being independent of signal structure and 
can be applied to, both, pitched and unpitched sounds.  It is 
these cues that allow us to focus in on a conversation when 
there are numerous speakers in one room – when binaural 
listening is obstructed by blocking one ear, segregation 
becomes more difficult [8].  Of course, a difference in spatial 
location alone will not cause the segregation of two sound 
sources, otherwise we would not be able to discern two 
simultaneous speakers on a monaural radio.  However, spatial 
information might be the determining factor in a situation 
where two tones differ in spatial location and frequency.  These 
two tones might be heard as one fused sound if originating from 
the same location.  

The composite of the ITD, ILD and the spectral coloration 
characteristics are captured in Head-Related Transfer Functions 
(HRTF).  Even though HRTF’s are very rich in acoustic 
information, perceptual research shows that the auditory system 
is selective in the acoustic information that it uses in making 
judgments of the originating direction of a sound source [14].  It 
is also the cues contained in HRTFs which are one of the 
primary cues we use to segregate multiple audio streams. Due 
to physical differences between individuals, HRTF’s vary 
greatly in both general shapes and detail [15][16][17][18].  As a 
result, serious perceptual distortions can occur while listening 
using HRTF’s that were either synthesized or measured on 
another individual [18][19].  Nevertheless, research shows some 
individuals experience equal, sometimes improved [20][21], 
localization accuracy with non-individualized HRTF’s – 
especially when HRTF’s of a “good localizer” are used [14]. 

Spatial sound processed using HRTF’s is typically 
displayed to a listener via headphones or loudspeakers. 
Loudspeaker presentation is more challenging due to the 
necessity of canceling the crosstalk signal [22]. Because of this, 
the listener is confined to a sweet spot.  

A more controlled presentation of an HRTF-processed 
signal can be accomplished using headphone reproduction. 
Although this may be one of the most effective ways of 
presenting a binaural signal, often the problem of images 
perceived as coming from inside the head arises. This 
phenomenon occurs both with stereo and binaural signals 
(though less with binaural signals [23]). Adding environment 
cues (e.g. reverberation), using individualized HRTF’s, and 
accounting for head motion are factors which significantly 
alleviate the perception of inside-the-head images. 

3. DATA PROCESSING/AUDIFICATION 

The dataset described in this paper has been simulated to 
represent remote sensing data. The dataset, consisting of 
6,000,000 samples, was loaded into MATLAB and a 
spectrogram was computed using the short-time Fourier 
transform (STFT).  The analysis window of the STFT was a 

16384 sample Blackman-Harris window [24], the DFT size was 
32768 samples, and the windows were overlapped by 75%.   

Figure 1 shows a central portion of the spectrogram.  The 
data is highly localized in both time and frequency and periodic 
patterns are evident in the different frequency bands.  The 
sample rate was set to 11025 Hz so that the sounds in the 
highest frequency band would be around 5000 Hz.   

The data was segmented into 14 different frequency bands 
to isolate the different periodic patterns.  The bands were 
selected after visually inspecting the spectrogram and are 
shown as the unmasked (white) regions in Figure 2.  The data 
was filtered in the frequency domain according to these bands, 
resynthesized, and saved into 14 separate WAV files. 

 

 
Figure 1. Spectral Plot of Sample 14-Channel Data Set.  

  The 14 unmasked areas of the plot were used in the 
sonification. 
 

The stereo mix of these 14 WAV files, with some reverb 
added, may be found at: 
http://eamusic.dartmouth.edu/~ed/sounds/paper13_raw.mp3. 

4. SONIFICATION/ORCHESTRATION 

The sonification design was based on the assumption that the 14 
bands identified in Section 3 represented 14 channels of real-
time data to be monitored on a continuous basis. The design 
then sought to maximize: 

1. Ease of listening over long periods of time. 
2. Ability to distinguish all 14 channels. 
3. Ability to perceive rhythmic, harmonic and 

contrapuntal interactions and relationships between 
the channels. 

4. Perception of unusual or out of place events in the 
texture. 
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Figure 2. Spectral Plot of Sample 14-Channel Data Set. 

To achieve the first objective, it was decided to orchestrate 
the 14 audified channels using high quality orchestral samples 
[25], so that the sonification could be perceived as pleasant 
background music. A standard classical “orchestra” was used 
consisting of the following instruments, pitch ranges and 
articulations, see Table 1. 

 
Instrument Pitch Range Articulation 
Flute F#5-F#6 Legato scale 
Oboe D4-D5 Sustained chord 
Clarinet A3-C4 Sustained chord 
Bassoon D2-F#2 Staccato 
French Horns (4) F4-F#4 Slurred grace note 
Trombone D3-F#3 Glissando 
Violin I C#6-D6 Tremolando 
Violin II F#4-D5 sfz Sustained 
Violin III G#4 sfz Short 
Violin IV D#5 Pizzicato 
Violin V C#4 Sustained 
Violas A3-A#3 Pizzicato 
Cellos F#3-A#3 Portamento 
Double Basses D2-F#2 Pizzicato 

Table 1. Orchestration Details 

The strategy to meet the second objective was to use as 
“spare” or “transparent” an orchestral texture as possible, e.g. 
making frequent use of short articulations such as pizzicato. 
More sustained notes were reserved to match up with the longer 
bursts on the audified tracks. The legato scale, slurred grace 
not, glissando and portamento were used to mimic similar 
behavior on the raw data tracks. 

To achieve the third objective, MIDI files were prepared to 
match the rhythm of each audified channel as closely as 
possible, using tempo calculation tools available in Apple’s 
Logic Pro Version 7.1. The overall rhythmic framework was 
found to be 4/4 with Quarter Note = 78. Within this frame 
work, all of the notes could be quantized to standard 
subdivisions of this meter, with the addition of triplet and 
quintuplet quarter notes. Slight adjustments were made to the 
attack times of some tracks to assist in the perception of rhythm 
[26]. The original data tracks had a definite pitch content and 
harmonic relationship. All pitches were from a pentatonic scale 
based on B natural (B C# D# F# G#), spread out in mostly high 
registers, the lowest being G#4, the highest being B7 (the two 
audified tracks in the highest frequency range had pitches that 
exceeded the range of a standard piano and were difficult to 
determine). The original pitch scheme was modified to lie in the 

range of a standard orchestra, and the harmonic scheme was 
modified to oscillate between a dominant 7th chord in the key of 
G and B major with a repeating phrase structure. 
To meet the fourth objective, the most consistent and active 
channels participated in the repeating phrases. The less active 
channels were given unusual pitches or articulations for 
emphasis, e.g. a G#, with sfz articulation was used for Violins 
III, to emphasize the entrance of this relatively quiet track. The 
orchestral version may be heard at 
http://eamusic.dartmouth.edu/~ed/sounds/paper13_orchestral.m
p3. 

5. SPATIALIZATION 

The spatialization of the sonified data was performed using 
AuSIM’s GoldServ spatial rendering engine. The real-time 
engine is capable of simulating numerous sound sources in a 3D 
space using any HRTF data set, with a published latency 
between 5 and 10 milliseconds (virtually imperceptible to 
listeners). The sources to be spatialized can either be stored as 
pre-recorded WAV files, or can be streamed into the system in 
real-time.  

The sonified data was stored as 14 individual WAV files. 
The audio streams contained in the files were loaded into the 
rendering engine. A location in space was specified for each 
individual audio stream.  All streams were located on the 
horizontal plane – positioned in azimuth every 25°. HRTF’s 
used to process the data were selected from the MIT KEMAR 
measurements as described in [27]. This dataset was used to 
process the data.  

AuSIM’s technology is designed to be used in an interactive 
environment. Therefore, it gives a user the possibility to create 
an environment that closely resembles the natural world – a 
space where the images of sound sources remain stable and do 
not maintain the same relative relationship in position when the 
listener’s head orientation changes. This is a unique 
characteristic of headphone reproduction and is often 
considered undesirable. In order to create a sound image that 
appears more natural, the listener’s head orientation and 
position must be taken into consideration and compensated for 
in the processing.  One method of doing this is to place a 
tracker on a listener’s head, to track the position and orientation 
of the listener. The data obtained from the tracker is used to 
gather information about the listener’s head orientation. This 
information, together with the absolute position of each sound 
source, allows for the calculation of an accurate relative source-
to-listener position. 

In the case of data monitoring, it may be very significant to 
compensate for the movements of the listener. Often, the data 
presented carries with it positional information. Compensating 
for a listener’s head movements will allow the constant 
monitoring of the absolute location of the data stream. This 
gives the observer the benefit of having absolute location 
information carried inherently in the data stream.  

To monitor this data set, an optional tracker may be used 
and mounted on the listener’s head. The IC3, a 3DOF (three 
degrees-of-freedom) tracker by Intersense, was placed on top of 
a pair of headphones and used to track the yaw, pitch and roll of 
the listener.  

The spatialized versions of the sonified and audified data 
may be obtained at:  
ftp://ftp.ausim3d.com/Samples/ICAD/paper13_orchestral3D.mp
3  
ftp://ftp.ausim3d.com/Samples/ICAD/paper13_raw3D.mp3 
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6. SUBJECTIVE TESTING 

Subjective listening tests were presented to listeners in 
order to collect preliminary results on subjects’ performance of 
identifying the multiple data streams presented to them. The 
goal of the listening tests were to obtain results regarding a) the 
number of sources subjects perceived during data signal 
playback and b) the identification of unusual, or abnormally 
active portions of the dataset.   

The 14 WAV files containing the audified and sonified 
sounds were processed using AuSIM’s 3D sound processing 
engine. The full audio signal length was 9m4sec. For each 
subject, the engine was configured to process the audio streams 
using one of the display methods. Sounds processed for stereo 
presentation used intensity panning. Spatialized sounds for the 
3D audio display method were located around the listener, as 
described in the section above. 

The subjects were seated in front of a laptop computer on 
which the audio processing was performed in realtime. Subjects 
were asked to identify the number of distinct sounds they heard 
during the entire course of the sound presentation, as well as 
indicate the times at which they detected unusual data activity 
from the perspective of data density and/or irregular sound 
event. An LCD panel was placed in front of the subject with a 
timer displaying the elapsed time of the sound presentation. 
Subjects used the displayed time on the screen to note unusual 
data activity. 

 
Signal Display Mean StDev 

Synthetic Mono 5.75 0.96 
Synthetic Stereo 8.5 1.29 
Synthetic 3D 10.5 1.29 
Instrumental Mono 7.25 0.5 
Instrumental Stereo 10.75 0.96 
Instrumental 3D 11.5 0.58 

Table 2: Results of listening tests: number of perceived 
sources. The mean and standard deviation for the total 
24 subjects, 4 subjects in each signal-display condition.  

 
Signal Display Mean StDev 

Synthetic Mono 8 1.83 
Synthetic Stereo 12.25 1.71 
Synthetic 3D 15.5 1.29 
Instrumental Mono 7.25 1.71 
Instrumental Stereo 13.5 2.38 
Instrumental 3D 16 1.83 

Table 3: Results of listening tests: number of 
captivating data events. The mean and standard 
deviation for the total 24 subjects, 4 subjects in each 
signal-display condition. 

A total of 24 subjects were asked to participate in the 
listening test. Subjects did not have any special training to listen 
to auditory displays. Each subject was presented with the 
audified or sonified data. The sound was displayed to the 
subject using headphones (Sennheiser HD595) using one of the 
three types of sound presentation: monophonic, stereo, or 3D 
audio. Each one of the six conditions of the sound display 
method and the type of sound was presented to four subjects.  

Table 2 and Table 3 contain the mean and standard 
deviation of the results of the listening tests. Figure 3 shows a 
plot of the mean value of the number of perceived sources. 
There is a significant effect of the display method and signal 

type on the number of sounds perceived. The number of 
perceived sounds increases as the display method increases 
from monophonic, to stereo, to 3D audio. The figure also shows 
that subjects perceived a greater number of sources when 
instrumental sounds were used. Figure 4 shows a significant 
effect of the display method on the number of captivating data 
events. However, no significant effect is observed in the type of 
signal used (synthetic or instrumental).  
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Figure 3. The mean number of perceived sound sources 
as a function of display method and signal type. 
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Figure 4. The mean number of captivating events 
detected by subjects. Results are displayed as a function 
of display method and signal type. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented an approach to sonifying data for the 
purposes of monitoring data. A dataset representative of remote 
sensor data was used as an example of information which may 
be streamed and processed for realtime monitoring.  The dataset 
was sonified using synthetic signals and instrumental sounds. 
The resulting 14 WAV files representative of the 14 streams 
contained in the dataset were processed using three display 
methods: monophonic, stereo and 
3D sound. Subjective listening tests indicate that data displayed 
using 3D sound results in a greater number of sounds perceived.  
This is in line with expected results based on former research 
indicating increased stream segregation with location cues (e.g. 
[8]). Sounds displayed using stereo of 3D sound show an 
increased number of attention-grabbing events. This indicates 
that a spatial presentation of signals has the capability of 
capturing a listener’s attention more effectively. Results also 
show that there is a significant increase in the number of sound 
sources that were perceived when instrumental sounds were 
used to sonify the data. Typically, instrument sounds have a 
more familiar and characteristic spectral composition than 
synthetically-produced signals, and thus might result in more 
identifiable and distinctive sounds. 
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